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ABSTRACT 
This paper is devoted to a study of analogues in non-archimedean analysis of some known results 
in classical analysis. We illustrate how new proofs are necessary for establishing the analogues of 
certain classical results. A violent departure from the classical development is also pointed out with 
illustration. An attempt is made to salvage this result in a general form. 
In this paper, we treat the analogues in non-archimedean analysis of some 
known results in classical analysis in the nature of characterization of regular 
and Schur matrices as also the characterization of convergent sequences in 
terms of the behaviour of subsequences or rearrangements. It may be recalled 
that if A=&), ankEK, n,k=0,1,2 ,... is an infinite matrix and x= {xk}, 
XkEK, k=O, 1,2 )..., where K is a complete, non-trivially valued field, x is said 
to be summable by A if the A-transform of x, i.e., Ax= {(Ax),} converges, 
(Ax), = i ankxk, n = 0, 1,2, . . . , (also denoted by A,(x)), 
k=O 
it being assumed that the series on the right converge. A is called a regular or 
Toeplitz matrix if Ax converges whenever x converges and limn,, (Ax)~= 
= lim,_, xk. A is called a Schur matrix if A sums every bounded sequence x. 
When K= II?, the field of real numbers or C, the field of complex numbers, 
Maddox [5] obtained a characterization of Schur matrices in terms of the 
existence of a bounded divergent sequence all of whose subsequences are 
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summable by the matrix. This characterization included the earlier one of 
Buck’s [2], viz., A sequence {xk}, summable by a regular matrix A, is con- 
vergent if and only if A sums each one of its subsequences. Another aspect of 
the present paper is the study of summability of rearrangements of a bounded 
sequence with respect to summability by an infinite matrix. Fridy [3] showed 
that we can replace “subsequence” in Buck’s result by “rearrangement” to 
obtain that a sequence (~~1, summable by a regular matrix A, is convergent if 
and only if A sums each one of its rearrangements. 
In what follows K is a complete, non-trivially valued, non-archimedean field. 
In this connection it is to be noted that it is not as if every result in non- 
archimedean analysis has a proof analogous to its classical counterpart or even 
a simpler proof. The absence of analogues for the Signum function, upper limit 
and lower limit of sequences etc. forces on us to search for alternate devices. 
These devices provide an entirely different proof of even an exact analogue of 
a classical theorem. The proof of Theorem 1 below amply illustrates our claim. 
THEOREM 1. A = (a,&, a& E K, n, k = 0, 1,2, . . . , where K is a complete, non- 
trivially valued, non-archimedean field, is a Schur matrix if and only if there 
exists a bounded, divergent sequence x = {xk} each one of whose subsequences 
is summable A. 
PROOF. When A is a Schur matrix, the assertion of the theorem is a conse- 
quence of the definition of such a matrix. Conversely, let x= {xk} be a 
divergent sequence each one of whose subsequences is summable A. For each 
p=o, 1,2 , a**, we can choose two subsequences of x (say) {xy’>, {xi2)} such 
that if y, =xf’-x$ yk = 0, kfp while yP # 0. Such choice is possible since x 
diverges and therefore has two unequal entries after any stage for k. The se- 
quence {yk} is summable A. So it follows that lim,,+, anP exists, p =0, 1,2, . . . . 
Next we show that anp+O, p+oo, n =0, 1,2, . . . . For, otherwise, there exists 
c’>O and a non-negative integer m such that 
la,,ti(iJj>e’, i=1,2 ,..., 
where (p(i)} is an increasing sequence of positive integers. Since x diverges, it 
is not a null sequence and so there exists E”> 0 and an increasing sequence {l(j)} 
of positive integers such that 
IX,(j)l>&“, j=1,2 ).... 
Now 
%,p(ijX,~(ij)I >E2, i= 1,2, . . . . 
where E= min (E’,E”). This means that the A-transform of the subsequence 
{xr(i,} does not exist. Hence anP+O, p--+00, n=O, 1,2, . . . . Now Ixk+t-xkls*O, 
k-+ M, since x diverges, so that there exists E”’ > 0 and an increasing sequence 
(k(j)} of positive integers such that 
(1) (xk(j)+l-x&j)l>&N’, j=1,2,.... 
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We may assume that k(j+ 1)--k(j)> 1, j= 1,2, . . . . We claim that if A is not 
a Schur matrix, we should have an E > 0 and two strictly increasing sequences 
{n(i)} and {p@(i))} of positive integers with 
I (9 SUP l%(i)+,,.-%(i),,l< $3 Osprp(n(i- I)) 
I (iii) sup l%(i)+,,,-%7(;& & PtPve+ 1)) 
where M=supkZo IxJ. B f e ore p roving the claim, we show that if A is not a 
Schur matrix, then x is necessarily bounded under the hypothesis of the 
theorem. Suppose x is unbounded. We consider two cases. 
Case (i). If A is such that a,k#O for some n and k=k(i), i=1,2,..., 
choose a subsequence {x,(~)} f o x, which is unbounded, such that 
jankxackJ > 1, k=k(i), i= 1,2, . . . . 
Hence {x,(~)} is not summable A, a contradiction. 
Case (ii). If now, ank= 0, k>k(n), n =O, 1,2, . . . . A not being a Schur 
matrix, we can find two strictly increasing sequences of positive integers {n(j)), 
{W)) such that a,(j),k(j) is the last non-zero term in the n(j)th row. x, being 
unbounded, we can choose a subsequence {x,(~)) of x such that 
IAn(j)(iXa(k)I)I >j9 j= 1,2~ .*a. 
TO do this, choose X,(i), i= 1,2, . . . . k(l) such that 
while xao) is chosen as a suitable xk otherwise. Having chosen x,(i), choose 
xac2), a(2) > a( 1) such that 
Otherwise choose xac2) such that a(2)>a(l). Now, 
lam 1%1) + %(1),2%2)1 
Thus 
= la,(,), ,+jl if anckx2 = 0. 
Ian(l), lx,(l) + an(lj,2xat2jI = 0 if anclX 1 =O = a,(l),2 
> 1 if one of a,(l),1,a,(l),2 is not 0. 
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We choose X,(i), i= 1,2, . . . , k(1) as above. Then 
k(l) 
’ k:, %(l),kXa(k)l > 1. 
If now, 
k(l) 
C an(2j3xa(k) = a, 
k=l 
choose similarly x~(~), k(l)<klk(2) with a(k(l))<a(k(l)+ l)< -a- <a&(2)) 
and 
k(2) 
I c an(2hkxa(k)l>2+ I4 
k=k(l)+l 
Now 
42) k(2) k(l) 
I k;, an(2),kxdkJ 2 I C 
k=k(l)+l 
an(2j,kxa(k)l - I 2, an(2),kxa(kJ 
>2+ /al - Ial =2. 
Inductively we can therefore choose x,(~), k = 1,2, . . . with 
W 
j=1,2 ,.... 
It now follows that {X,(Q) is not summable A, a contradiction. Thus in both 
cases (i) and (ii), it turns out that x is bounded, if A were not to be a Schur 
matrix. 
Next we observe that since A is not a Schur matrix (see [6]), there exist E>O 
and an increasing sequence {n(i)} of positive integers such that 
SUP lU,(i)+l,,-U,(i),,l>E, i=l,Z.... 
pa0 
Hence there exists p(n(i)) such that 
(3) la,(i)+ 1,&n(i)) -%(ij,p(n(i~J >G i = 1,2, . . . . 
Suppose {p@(i))} is bounded, then there are only a finite number of distinct 
entries in that sequence. Consequently there exists p =p(n(m)) which occurs in 
the sequence {p@(i))} infinite number of times. For this p, (3) will then 
contradict the existence of lim,,, anP, p = 0, 1,2, . . . established earlier. Having 
chosen {n(i)} and {p@(i))} to satisfy (3), it is clear that by choosing a 
subsequence of {n(i)>, if necessary, we can assume that (2) holds. Consider now 
the sequence {y,} defined as follows. 
~~=xk@)+~, P=~W)) 
I 
, i=1,2 3 s-s, 
= X/c@, 9 P +pW)) 
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with the sequence {k(j)} already chosen as in (1). Thus 
> e2 - +L M (using (2)) 
E2 =- 
2’ 
i= 1,2, . . . . 
where we may assume that EL E”‘. This is a contradiction of the fact 
converges. This proves that A is a Schur matrix. The proof of the theorem is 
now complete. 
Analogous to Buck’s result, we have as a corollary, the following 
THEOREM 2. A sequence {xk), xk E K, k= 0, 1,2, . . . . summable by a regular 
matrix A, is convergent if and only if every one of its subsequences is sum- 
mable A. 
The following analogue can also be established by means of a “sliding hump 
method” as described by Fridy [3]. 
THEOREM 3. A sequence {xk}, xk E K, k = 0, 1,2, . . . , summable by a regular 
matrix A, is convergent if and only if every one of its rearrangements is 
summable A. 
In the context of rearrangements of a bounded sequence, Fridy [3] proved 
the following result. 
THEOREM 4. A null sequence (xk} is in 1, i.e., Cr=“,, lxkl< 03 if and only if 
there exists a matrix A E (I,, 1,; P) which transforms all rearrangements of {xk} 
into sequences in I,. 
For the definition of (I,, la; P) and (I,, la; P)‘, see [7]. We can combine 
Theorem 4 and a result of Keagy [4] to state 
THEOREM 5. When K= R or C, a null sequence is in 1, if and only if there 
exists a matrix A E (I,, I,; P) which transforms every subsequence or rearrange- 
ment of x into a sequence in 1,. 
Theorem 5 fails when K is a complete, non-trivially valued, non-archimedean 
field. A counter example is provided by the matrix A E (I,, II; P) defined in 
Remark 4.1 of [7] which sums all subsequences or rearrangements of any 
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sequence in CO - 1r, where K = Q3. This indicates a violent departure from the 
classical case. 
When K is a complete, non-trivially valued, non-archimedean field, the 
following theorem is an attempt to salvage Fridy’s result in a general form. 
THEOREM 6. A null sequence x= {xk} is in I,, i.e., C,“=, Ixkja<oo, if and 
only if there exists a matrix A E (I,, la; P)’ such that A transforms every re- 
arrangement of x into a sequence in 1,. 
PROOF. We recall (see [7]) that A E (I,, la; P) if and only if 
sup E lanAa< GO and i ank=l, k=0,1,2 ).... 
k>O n=O ?I=0 
Leaving the trivial part of the theorem, suppose XE CO- 1, and A E (I,, la; P)’ 
transforms every rearrangement of x into a sequence in 1,. Choose k( 1) = 1 and 
a positive integer n(1) such that 
so that 
Ml) 
C la,IY= j. lan,,la- f I4J 
n=O n=n(l)+l 
Having defined k(j), n(j), Jim - 1, choose a positive integer k(m)> 
> k(m - 1) + 1 such that 
n(m-I) 
c l%,k(m) n=O W-Y IXk(m)l< + 
and then choose a positive integer n(m) > n(m - 1) such that 
MO 
C Ian,k(mfW9 
n=n(m-I)+1 
i I an,k(mf<2-m. 
n=n(m)+l 
Let U consist of all k(m), m = 1,2, . . . . Let U, =xkcm) and V be the set of all 
non-negative integers which are not in U. Let u = {x~}~~ “. Let y be a re- 
arrangement of x, where 
yk=u,, k=k(m) 
=Q, otherwise. 
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Defining n(0) = 0, we have 
(4) 
wf) n(m) 
,-“, I(AYh/“~ c” c rn=l n=n(m-I)+1 {I kF” %!fYkla- I ,Fv %kYklaI 
(from (2.2) of [7]) 
n(m) 2 c” c m=l n=n(m-I)+1 {I ,F” QAa- ,;v l%kYklaJ 
n(m) 
2 E c {I an,k(m)Dmla- E lan,k(i)Uila- m=l n=n(m-I)+1 i=l 
itm 
- c l%kYkIaI 
keV 
r+ ; Ju,(‘“- c” 
n(m) 
c i I 
m=l f?I=l rl=n(m-I)+1 i=l 
rtm 
nw 
- .iYo ,FV IankYkla. 
However, 
n(m) (5) c” c i I an,k(i)uila< /lx/la i 2-m+1, 
!??=I ?l=fr(rn-I)+1 i=l W7=l 
where /lx 
i#fTl 
=supkzo IxA, for, 
Nm) 
i C C la,k(i)la= 
t?l=l n=n(m~l)+l r<m 
= i i I % Urn) Ia< rn=l n=n(m)+l 
< i 2-m, 
t?l=l 
and similarly 
n(m) 
i C C lU,#)la< i 2-(m+1)* 
!??=I n=n(m-l)t-I i>m t?l=l 
Also 
NW 4W 
c ,F, hYkla= ,F, jxo l%&cla~ 
II-0 
I( SUP IE l%kla) c IUkla< 
kz0 n=O kc V 
<a. 
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In view of (4) to (6), 
n(M) 
x0 Iw%il a-cc?, M+oo 
since u = { uk} E I, and so IJ $ I,. i.e., Ay $ I,, a contradiction, which completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
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